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ABSTRACT49

50

The world’s meteorite collections contain a very rich picture of what the early51

Solar System would have been made of, however the lack of spatial context52

with respect to their parent population for these samples is an issue. The53

asteroid population is equally as rich in surface mineralogies, and mapping54
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these two populations (meteorites and asteroids) together is a major chal-55

lenge for planetary science. Directly probing asteroids achieves this at a high56

cost. Observing meteorite falls and calculating their pre-atmospheric orbit on57

the other hand, is a cheaper way to approach the problem. The Global Fire-58

ball Observatory (GFO) collaboration was established in 2017 and brings to-59

gether multiple institutions (from Australia, USA, Canada, Morocco, Saudi60

Arabia, the UK, and Argentina) to maximise the area for fireball observa-61

tion time and therefore meteorite recoveries. The members have a choice to62

operate independently, but they can also choose to work in a fully collab-63

orative manner with other GFO partners. This efficient approach leverages64

the experience gained from the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) pathfinder65

project in Australia. The state-of-the art technology (DFN camera systems66

and data reduction) and experience of the support teams is shared between all67

partners, freeing up time for science investigations and meteorite searching.68

With all networks combined together, the GFO collaboration already covers69

0.6% of the Earth’s surface for meteorite recovery as of mid-2019, and aims70

to reach 2% in the early 2020s. We estimate that after 5 years of operation,71

the GFO will have observed a fireball from virtually every meteorite type.72

This combined effort will bring new, fresh, extra-terrestrial material to the73

labs, yielding new insights about the formation of the Solar System.74

75

hadrien.devillepoix@curtin.edu.au (H.A.R. Devillepoix)
ORCID(s):
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1. Introduction76

Our view of the early solar system is provided by the variety of meteorites that fall to Earth77

each year. These meteorites tell of diverse processes affecting the building of planetesimals and78

planets in the earliest stages of our solar system. Our interpretation of the messages provided79

is clouded by a lack of constraint in where and when these processes are occurring. Meteorites80

are sourced primarily from bodies which are in Earth crossing orbits and from the Main Asteroid81

Belt. Spectral analysis of asteroids shows diverse surface compositions that can be related to the82

mineralogies of meteorites. Still, relating meteorites to potential source bodies is difficult because83

of space weathering of asteroids, and the close relationships of many meteorites. Direct mapping84

of meteorites to a particular asteroid is being achieved through remote analysis and sample-return85

missions, which achieve the goals at extremely high cost (e.g. JAXA’sHayabusa-1 andHayabusa-86

2, NASA’s OSIRIS-REx and Stardust missions). A more complete overview of the relationships87

between meteorites and asteroids is a major challenge for planetary science (Reddy et al., 2015).88

A cheaper approximation is to observe meteorite falls with enough accuracy to calculate their89

pre-atmospheric orbit and the location of the meteorites on the ground for recovery. This has been90

done for over 50 years, but at a low success rate given the frequency of meteorite dropping events91

within the deployed camera coverage (Halliday et al., 1989; Oberst et al., 1998). Although the num-92

ber of successful meteorite recoveries has increased significantly in the last 10-15 years (Borovička93

et al., 2015), there is still a significant deficit of meteorites found compared to the number of me-94

teorite producing fireballs that are observed. Systematic issues in the way observation data are95

analysed may contribute to this discrepancy (Spurný et al., 2014), but locating meteorites outside96

of populated areas is a non-trivial task and is likely the main limiting factor. The recovery rate97

could be increased by improving search techniques, which generally involve small teams conduct-98

ing visual searches on foot (for the most part). Another solution to increase the global number of99

meteorites recovered is making the collecting area larger, in order to observe more falls (Howie100

et al., 2017).101

Conversely, in some parts of the world visually observedmeteorites falls are routinely recovered102
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without the help of specific fireball observing equipment. Over the last 20 years, a number of mete-103

orites falls have been recovered in Morocco thanks to the considerable local interest and awareness104

in meteorites, relying on intuitive searching methodology (Chennaoui Aoudjehane et al., 2012;105

Chennaoui Aoudjehane & Agee, 2019), effectively making this part of the world the area where106

the largest number of falls are recovered per unit of surface area (Chennaoui Aoudjehane, 2016). In107

the USA, a number of falls have been recovered in recent years without the aid of detailed fireball108

observations, using Doppler radar signatures of the falling meteorites (more on this in Sec. 3.3.1).109

For these specific areas, deploying fireball observation hardware is merely an easy way of adding110

value (orbital context) to the samples that are already being recovered.111

From the 30-40 meteorite cases for which an orbit has been derived, some clues about where112

the most common types of meteorites come from are already starting to emerge. Orbits of LL113

chondrites seem to point to a source in the inner edge of the inner main belt. Combined with114

Cosmic-Ray Exposure (CRE) ages, the dynamical history of recovered H and L chondrites indicate115

that there might be multiple sources for these groups. CM chondrites likely come from a source116

that can efficiently feed material into the 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter. The reader is117

referred to Jenniskens (2014, 2020) and references therein for a more in-depth review.118

In this benchmark paper we describe how a global collaborative approach to fireball observation119

and meteorite recovery will help build a geological map of the inner Solar System as well as a better120

understanding of the flux of centimetre to metre scale impactors on Earth.121

2. The Global Fireball Observatory collaboration122

TheGlobal Fireball Observatory (GFO) collaborationwas established in 2017 thanks to support123

from the Australian Research Council Linkage Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities (LIEF)124

program. The goal is to deploy fireball observatories all around the world to maximise fireball125

observation area and therefore meteorite recoveries, using common hardware and data reduction,126

and facilitate collaboration amongst a range of planetary science partner institutions. The project127

brings together over 19 institutions within Australia, USA, Canada, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, UK,128
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and Argentina (Tab. 1). A key aspect of the project is that partners have independence. Each129

partner has a discrete network which is operated entirely independently as a distinct regional or130

national network. The GFO itself can be thought of as an emergent "network-of-networks", akin131

to a large-scale astronomy facility, allowing datasets from partner networks to be consolidated132

and analysed with common processing. The project builds upon the engineering heritage from133

the Desert Fireball Network (DFN) pathfinder project in Australia in order to roll out operational134

partner networks as quickly as possible.135

A few systems were installed in California prior to the full scale global deployment and es-136

tablishment of the GFO collaboration. This effort soon paid off with the first GFO success—the137

recovery of the Creston meteorite in California in 2015 (Jenniskens et al., 2019). The one-design138

approach for the camera hardware (see Sec. 3.1) brings economies of scale on hardware design and139

building costs, and makes it easier to develop and maintain an automated data reduction pipeline.140

This approach also allows research groups that are not necessarily involved with fireball studies to141

broaden their range of expertise quickly and at a relatively low cost.142

Current partner networks are listed in Tab. 1. Ground coverage for the GFO is plotted on maps143

for each part of the world in Figs. 1- 2- 3-4-5. To define coverage of a given area, we distinguish144

two criteria. One for meteorite recovery: based on the published details of previous falls in the145

literature (Borovička et al. (2015) and references therein) and limits on precision of astrometric146

measurements close to horizon. We estimate that at least one camera needs to be closer than 130 km147

to the meteoroid ground track, and a second viewpoint within 300 km, in order to reliably calculate148

meteorite fall positions. We also distinguish the sampling area of fireball orbits, for which we relax149

the previous criterion to having two viewpoints within 300 km.150

With all networks combined, the Global Fireball Observatory collaboration covers 0.6% of the151

Earth’s surface for meteorite recovery (dark purple in Figs. 1-2-3-4-5), and 1% of Earth for orbital152

coverage (light purple). In the early 2020s, the aim will be to cover 2% of Earth for meteorite153

recovery, and 3% for orbital sampling.154
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Table 1
Partner networks within the Global Fireball Observatory collaboration.

Network name Region/Country Managing institutions
Desert Fireball Network (DFN) Western and South Aus-

tralia - Fig. 1
Curtin University

NASA Meteorite Tracking and Recovery
Network

California and Nevada,
USA - Fig. 2

SETI Institute, NASA Ames
Research Center

Moroccan Observatory for Fireball Detec-
tions (MOFID)

Morocco - Fig. 3 Hassan II University of
Casablanca, Oukaïmeden
Observatory

Meteorite Observation and Recovery
Project 2.0 (MORP 2.0)

Alberta and
Saskatchewan, Canada -
Fig. 2

University of Alberta

Southern Ontario Meteor Network
(SOMN)

South-Western Ontario,
Canada - Fig. 2

University of Western Ontario

UK Fireball Network (UKFN) United Kingdom - Fig.
4

Imperial College London, Uni-
versity of Glasgow, University
of Cambridge

TBD Australian Capital Terri-
tory,

Australian National University

New South Wales - Fig.
1

Macquarie University, Aus-
tralia

TBD Victoria, Australia Monash University
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Fireball Net-
work (KSAFN)

Kingdom of Saudi Ara-
bia - Fig. 5

National Center for Astron-
omy, King Abdulaziz City for
Science and Technology

Arizona Fireball Network (AZFN) Arizona, USA - Fig. 2 University of Arizona
TBD Texas, USA NASA Johnson Space Center
TBD Queensland, Australia -

Fig. 1
University of Southern
Queensland

TBD Tierra del Fuego, Ar-
gentina

NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Estacion Astronomica
Rio Grande

3. Methods155

3.1. Observatory hardware156

The observatories employed in the GFO are built upon the engineering heritage of the obser-157

vatories used by the Desert Fireball Network in Australia. The DFN observatories were designed158

with a strong focus on reliability and autonomy, with the first digital prototypes assembled in 2013,159

iterating to a design that was eventually mass-produced in 2014-2015 and rolled out to cover about a160

third of Australia using approximately 50 stations (Howie et al., 2017). To move beyond a network161

operated by the DFN and make a global expansion via a "network-of-networks" possible, changes162

to the design were required. The motivation for the update was to improve the manufacturability163
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Figure 1: GFO networks in Australia: Desert Fireball Network (Western and South Australia), South-
Eastern Australian Fireball Network, and Queensland Fireball Network. left: Fireball observation coverage
in Australia as of January 2020. Each red dot corresponds to an observatory site. See Sec. 2 for
explanation on coverage area. right: Fireball observed from Mount Stromlo observatory near Canberra
on Sept 9, 2019.

of the design (as a large number of observatories were required in a short period of time) and to164

improve the maintainability and usability of the observatories (Howie, 2019). The update notably165

aimed to improve cooling and add in the capability to heat the observatory for cold weather opera-166

tion, allowing the system to operate from over 50◦C on hot days in the Australian outback down to167

nearly -50◦C in the Canadian winter. The standard definition analogue video camera was replaced168

by a higher resolution (2.3MP) digital model capable of capturing periodic long exposure calibra-169

tion frames as well as detect bright daytime bolides. Finally, weatherproof external connections170

were added to improve observatory connectivity and allow plug-and-play auxiliary instruments171

such as a radiometer (Buchan et al., 2019).172

Along with the hardware improvements, software improvements were also made including a173

move to a new pulse frequency encoding, resulting in improved fireball velocity data and the ad-174
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Figure 2: The GFO networks in North America: NASA Meteorite Tracking and Recovery Network
(California and Nevada), Meteorite Observation and Recovery Project 2.0 (Alberta), Southern Ontario
Meteor Network (SOMN), Arizona Fireball Network. left: Fireball observation coverage in North America
as of January 2020. Each red dot corresponds to an observatory site. See Sec. 2 for explanation on
coverage area. right: Fireball observed from the Allen Telescope Array station in California on Jul 1,
2019.

dition of periodic calibration frames unobscured by the operation of the liquid crystal shutter for175

improved astrometry. The software and firmware of the improvements are backwards compatible176

with the previous observatories, which allows improvements made to be easily ported to older ob-177

servatory models. In addition, the new observatories also run a customised version of Freeture178

(the software designed to run the Fireball Recovery and Interplanetary Observation Network cam-179

eras (Audureau et al., 2014)) to handle the digital video observations. The new revision of the180

observatory is shown in Fig. 6 (cf. Howie et al. (2017) Fig. 6).181

3.2. Data reduction182

With the current number of cameras installed (∼100), over 6 TB of raw imagery is collected183

every night by the GFO. An automated data reduction pipeline has been developed to quickly184

determine which images contain fireballs, and process these events to determine meteorite fall185

locations, as well as calculate the meteoroids’ dynamical origins (orbits).186
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Figure 3: The Moroccan Observatory for Fireball Detections (MOFID). left: Fireball observation cov-
erage in Morocco as of January 2020. Each red dot corresponds to an observatory site. See Sec. 2 for
explanation on coverage area. right: Fireball observed from Oukaïmeden Observatory in Morocco on
Dec 25, 2018.

Fireball event detection and corroboration between cameras are detailed by Towner et al.187

(2020), this part is mostly done on the embedded PCs on-board the observatories, while other188

steps of the pipeline are run on a central server. These include astrometric calibration of obser-189

vational data, triangulation and analysis of fireball trajectories, orbit determination and darkflight190

modelling for meteorite recoveries.191

Minute of arc astrometric precision is achieved with themethod of Devillepoix (2018), allowing192

reliable astrometric measurements of observed fireballs down to ∼5◦ elevations for clear horizons,193

and ∼10◦ in the case of more light polluted and/or partly obstructed skies.194

The triangulation and trajectory analysis are performed using a variety of methods, as no single195

technique exists that can reliably determine the state vector of a large meteoroid throughout the196

trajectory with full uncertainty propagation. We notably use the straight line trajectory determina-197

tion method of Borovička (1990), run in combination with various dynamical analysis techniques198
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Figure 4: The UK Fireball Network (UKFN). left: Fireball observation coverage in the UK as of January
2020. Each red dot corresponds to an observatory site. See Sec. 2 for explanation on coverage area.
right: Fireball observed from Welwyn station in the South-East of the UK on Feb 15, 2019.

(Sansom et al., 2015, 2017, 2019b). Some more modern approaches aim to derive the state vectors199

and physical parameters concurrently (Sansom et al., 2019a; Jansen-Sturgeon et al., 2019a).200

The pre-encounter orbit of a meteoroid is determined by numerical integration, as described201

by Jansen-Sturgeon et al. (2019b). On a typical fireball observed with our camera hardware, pro-202

cessed using the above methods, we get a pre-atmospheric speed formal uncertainty of ∼60m s−1.203

According to Granvik & Brown (2018), this precision on the meteoroid entry speed is generally204

sufficient to get accurate source region information when using Near-Earth Objects (NEO) popu-205

lation models like the one described by Granvik et al. (2018). The authors say that better precision206

would evidently lead to better results, but the difference is minor unless the speed and radiants207

measurements improve by orders of magnitude.208

The meteorite search region is determined from the final conditions given by the triangulation209

and dynamic modelling stage, and an atmospheric model. The atmospheric model is calculated210

following the methodology described by Devillepoix et al. (2018).211
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Figure 5: The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Fireball Network (KSAFN). left: Fireball observation coverage
in the Arabian peninsula as of January 2020. Each red dot corresponds to an observatory site. See Sec.
2 for explanation on coverage area. right: Fireball observed from Alshaqiq station in the Ha’il region on
Jan 31, 2020.

From this model, the darkflight integrator interpolates wind speed, wind direction, pressure,212

temperature and relative humidity, at whatever position and time is required (available heights213

range up to ∼30 km). A number of virtual particles of varying mass, density, and shape are gener-214

ated within the modelled uncertainty surrounding the meteoroid’s final position and velocity along215

the observed trajectory. These particles are then numerically integrated through their ballistic de-216

scent, under the influence of meteoroid ablation and atmospheric winds. The numerical integration217

uses the 3D equations of the meteoroid’s motion to realistically model the cosmic material until218

it reaches Earth’s surface, producing a distribution of possible meteorite impact sites. This Monte219

Carlo approach aims to encompass all uncertainties associated with the meteoroid state vector and220

physical properties, to derive probabilistic maps on the ground of where themeteorites likely landed221

(for an example see Fig. 10 of Devillepoix et al. (2018)).222
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Figure 6: GFO fireball observatory showing (clockwise from bottom left) embedded PC, video camera,
DSLR photographic camera, hard disc drives, observatory electronics board and 4G data modem, from
(Howie, 2019)

3.3. 21st century meteorite searching techniques223

Based on the knowledge gained during the meteoroid’s initial bright flight phase (see Sec. 3.2),224

the position of the meteoroid must be numerically integrated through the last tens of kilometres225

of the atmosphere (the dark flight phase), carrying forward all the uncertainty on the state vector,226

physical characteristics (shape, mass, density, inner structure), and atmospheric conditions. This227

process typically constrains themeteorite’s fall location to an area on the order of a square kilometre228

for a favourable case, but up to several tens of square kilometres. These large areas, combined with229

sometimes unfavourable searching terrains, can significantly inhibit meteorite recoveries. Here we230

present some recent techniques that can help refine search areas.231

3.3.1. Weather Doppler radars232

In some regions of the world, tight grids of weather Doppler radars have been set up to detect233

precipitation. These can also be used to detect falling meteorites (Fries et al., 2014). As the radars234

scan very low on the horizon (down to 0.5◦), the altitudes at which the meteorites are detected235
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are relatively low (sometimes down to a kilometre above the ground). This can lead to tightly236

constrained fall positions on the ground without necessarily taking the winds into account.237

The detailed analysis of radar data have notably helped with some meteorite recoveries:238

Grimsby (Brown et al., 2011), Sutter’s Mill (Jenniskens et al., 2012), Creston (Jenniskens et al.,239

2019), Dishchii’bikoh (Palotai et al., 2019), and Hamburg (Brown et al., 2019). Although optical240

data were still used to determine the trajectory and orbit in these cases, the radar signatures were241

crucial to quickly locate the whereabouts of the meteorites on the ground, with a precision that242

exceeds what the observatory data alone would have been capable of achieving.243

In areas with good radar coverage (mainly North America), we expect these data to simplify244

the recovery of GFO meteorites. Also, with the GFO observatories now having daylight bolide de-245

tection capability (24h video capture), for these cases, we anticipate traditional meteorite recovery246

after darkflight integration to be even more difficult because of larger uncertainties; radar data will247

constitute important clues to help the recovery process.248

3.3.2. Use of small Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)249

With the hope that the ground search area has been reduced as much as possible, the recov-250

ery still depends on human vision and attention over long periods of time. The deterioration of251

an individual’s ability to identify signals or events over time has been documented as "vigilance252

decrement", it often becomes apparent after less than one hour of engaging in repetitive a task253

(Parasuraman, 1986; See et al., 1995). When considering that a typical search lasts for 8 hours254

per day, for sometimes more than 10 consecutive days, vigilance decrement becomes a serious255

problem.256

To counter these issues, a dedicated team is working on automated meteorite searching tech-257

niques using a combination of robotic surveying with small Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAVs,258

also known as drones), and object recognition using deep learning algorithms (Citron et al., 2017;259

Anderson et al., 2019).260

From a technology standpoint, the surveying part is relatively easy and is becoming cheap,261

thanks to the large commercial off-the-shelf development of small UAVs that come with easy to262
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use control and surveying software. Field tests show that one drone operator can reduce the total263

searching time by a factor of 10 compared to foot searching.264

The real challenge lies with machine vision software. The automated detection of objects in265

images using deep learning is a very active field of research (Szegedy et al., 2013). These deep266

learning approaches typically require a lot of training data. Acquiring a meteorite training dataset267

is a non-trivial problem, as meteorites vary significantly in size, shape, colour etc. Nonetheless,268

initial tests show that, using state of the art deep learning technology, 95% of the meteorites used269

for validation can be found. In addition, it is equally important to minimise the number of false270

positive identifications which otherwise require manual evaluation by human researchers.271

We expect the first live UAV searching tests on a real meteorite fall to be conducted in 2020 in272

Australia. Once optimised, this technique will be used on several DFN fall sites that have not yet273

been searched because of a lack of person time, and eventually become a general tool for meteorite274

searching around the world.275

3.4. Other international efforts276

The Czech/European Fireball Network are covering a large fraction of central Europe, and277

have a long track record for recovering meteorites (Borovička et al., 2015). Their expertise in278

high-resolution long exposure camera systems contributed to shaping the DFN pathfinder project279

(Bland et al., 2012).280

The Fireball Recovery and Interplanetary Observation Network (FRIPON) (Colas et al., 2015)281

and their partners in Europe are well under way to covering a significant part of Western Europe.282

They have chosen a radically different approach to observation hardware, with lower resolution283

observatories but on a much tighter grid, adding a level of reliability when poor weather conditions284

are present. They developed reduction methods suitable for this different strategy (Jeanne et al.,285

2019).286

Along with other smaller groups (see Koten et al. (2019) for a review), the global combined287

effort of fireball observation networks is going to create an unprecedented large web collecting288

centimetre to metre-scale objects impacting our planet.289
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4. Likely GFO outcomes in the early 2020s290

4.1. Meteorites291

There are 104 sizeable meteorites (> 0.1 kg) reaching the Earth’s surface every year (Bland292

& Artemieva, 2006). With 2% of the Earth monitored by fireball observatories, assuming a con-293

servative average of 75% downtime because of daylight and cloudy conditions, the full GFO will294

observe ∼50 falls per year. From basic statistics on the falls subset recorded in the Meteoritical295

Bulletin Database1, the main meteorite groups fall in these proportions:296

• Ordinary Chondrites: 70% (8% LL, 33% L, 28% H)297

• Howardites, Eucrites, & Diogenites (5%)298

• Carbonaceous chondrites (3.5%)299

• Irons (3.5%)300

The GFO will regularly observe many of these types of meteorites falling. Better still, it is statis-301

tically likely that representatives of almost every meteorite group will have been observed to fall302

over the course of 5 years of observation, including a Martian meteorite (≃1% of falls).303

Regardless of the type of material detected by the GFO, the advanced data reduction and con-304

comitant potential for rapid recovery of freshly fallenmeteorites fromGFOdata provide new oppor-305

tunities to reduce the amount of time that meteorite specimens spend in the field, thus minimising306

terrestrial contamination and weathering (McCubbin et al., 2019). Such events enable the appli-307

cation of best methods of curation in support of sample return, and build on lessons learned from308

previous falls (e.g. the organic-rich Tagish Lake meteorite (Herd et al., 2016)). In this way, me-309

teorites recovered as a result of the GFO can be collected and transferred to curation facilities in310

such a manner as to preserve them against the oxidative, organic- and moisture-rich environment311

of the Earth’s surface, and maximise their scientific return (McCubbin et al., 2019).312

Here we present a selection of highlights of what questions the GFO might be able to answer313

over the next few years, given the recovery of a full suite of meteorite types.314

1https://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php
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Ordinary chondrites H chondrites are the group that has the most sample with orbits recovered,315

however there is still no consensus on what the parent body is (Brown et al., 2019). We hope that316

a large number of orbits for these objects can help pinpoint the various sources for this class of317

objects. Although the sources for LL chondrites (broadly associated with the Flora family) and318

most of the shocked L chondrites (Gefion) are a little bit clearer, there are still some questions (see319

Jenniskens (2020) for a review).320

Iron meteorites Irons make up about 3.5% of meteorite falls. It would be fascinating to recover an321

iron meteorite with a well-defined orbit. Long Cosmic-Ray Exposure (CRE) ages are the norm for322

magmatic iron meteorites (Eugster et al., 2006). Defined peaks in CRE ages are clear in several323

groups, indicating discrete break-up events. Group III irons show a peak at around 650 Myr, and324

group IVs at around 400Myr. On the other hand some irons have CRE ages exceeding 1 Gyr. These325

extreme ages are certainly due in part to the strength and preferential survival of ironmeteorites, but326

the fact that we see defined CRE age peaks indicates that their extreme ages may also be a product327

of an unusual orbital history. The suggestion that the parent bodies for magmatic irons formed in328

the terrestrial planet region rather than at asteroidal distances, and that they were scattered into329

the main belt following interactions with planetary embryos (Bottke et al., 2006), may offer an330

explanation. It is possible that this could be resolved with high quality orbital data, allowing source331

region determination.332

Carbonaceous chondrites Although carbonaceous chondrites with well-defined orbits have been re-333

covered (C2-ungrouped Tagish Lake (Brown et al., 2000); CM2 Maribo (Borovička et al., 2019;334

Haack et al., 2012) and Sutter’s Mill (Jenniskens et al., 2012)), the dataset is currently too small335

to draw firm conclusions about the Solar System history of different groups, and how orbits re-336

late to source regions and CRE ages. Expanding this dataset is a headline priority for the GFO337

collaboration. The distribution of CRE ages varies widely between groups. The majority of CK338

and CV chondrites have ages in the range 8-30 Myr. CO chondrites show a diffuse peak at around339

30 Myr. But CM and CI chondrites are completely different. These meteorites have very short340
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Figure 7: Ecliptic plot of the orbit of DFN meteorite dropping event DN190221_03. Its large inclination
(47◦) and its Tisserand criterion with Jupiter of 2.53 make this meteoroid well into the Jupiter Family
comet region, beyond any connection with the main asteroid belt.

exposure ages. CMs have a peak at 0.2 Myr, but some have ages of < 0.05 Myr (Nishiizumi &341

Caffee, 2009). The differences here likely reflect very different source regions for these groups. It342

may be that CK/CV/CO chondrites are delivered from the main belt, while CI/CM come from a343

parent body on an Earth-crossing orbit. A larger dataset of meteorites with orbits will allow us to344

determine their provenance.345

From a comet Comets are the most pristine material in the Solar System, containing a high-fidelity346

record of early Solar System processes, including the variety of stellar sources that contributed347

to our protoplanetary disk, and the earliest chemical processes that occurred within it (Davidsson348

et al., 2016). They may have supplied Earth’s water and organics. The Stardust mission to recover349

10−6 kg of Comet 81P/Wild 2 (Brownlee et al., 2006) is testimony to the value placed on comets350

as witnesses of early Solar System processes. The DFN recently observed a meteorite dropping351

fireball on a peculiar orbit (Fig. 7). This meteoroid is clearly dynamically de-coupled from the352

main belt. Although more work is required to determine its origin, it could be a fragment of a353

Jupiter family comet and maybe even be part of a meteor shower. Unfortunately the estimated354
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≃ 0.1 kg surviving mass fell into the ocean, annihilating chances of recovery, but at the same time355

proving that the endeavour of collecting meteorite samples goes well beyond a simple sampling of356

main belt material.357

Frommeteor showers So far nometeorite has conclusively been associated with ameteor shower, but358

we know that this is possible, notably from the Geminids and Taurids streams (Brown et al., 2013a).359

There have been cases reported of Geminid meteoroids entering the atmosphere and convincingly360

leaving a non-zero mass (Spurný & Borovička, 2013; Madiedo et al., 2013), a very large network361

such as the GFO should be able to observe these exceptional events on a more regular basis.362

4.2. Large dataset363

Not every fireball observed leads to a meteorite, but the collation of all observed events contains364

precious clues about the near-Earth environment. The distribution of orbits, strengths, and sizes365

all help build a picture of NEOs at the centimetre to metre-scale sizes. So far the reference dataset366

remains the legacy work of Halliday et al. (1996) on the MORP survey.367

The DFN pathfinder project has already collected 575 > 0.1 kg events over its initial 4 year368

survey, consistent with its 0.4% Earth surveying area (using the size-frequency work of 105 > 0.1369

kg impactors year−1 Earth−1 of Bland & Artemieva (2006)). While we wait for the meteorites with370

orbits to grow to statistically significant numbers, this large dataset of observed meteoroids is going371

to help refine the size-frequency distribution numbers of meteoroids at the centimetre to metre size372

ranges. This meteoroid orbit dataset could yield important insights on what might be happening at373

slightly larger asteroid sizes: there are still some questions about the size of the population of 10-50374

m impactors (Brown et al., 2013b). This size range has the potential to do damage on the ground,375

yet is poorly studied because of the lack of observations: the impacts on Earth are too infrequent,376

while the bodies are too small to be significantly observed by telescopes in sun-reflected light377

(Devillepoix et al., 2019). Constraining the impact flux on Earth can also help with the study of378

Mars, both for dating small areas / young surfaces, which have only accumulated small craters, and379

also for assessing the hazard to future human space exploration. This scale of impactors is difficult380
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to detect onMars because of the limits on resolution and coverage of currentMars imagery – impact381

splotches can occasionally be detected in surface images taken by Mars orbiters, but only in some382

(dusty) regions of Mars and these features quickly fade. One goal of the current InSight mission is383

to detect small impacts using seismology to help address the observational bias and lack of good384

flux estimates (Daubar et al., 2018).385

Having a representative survey of the origin of asteroid material will also let us investigate386

further the lack of low perihelion NEOs proposed by Granvik et al. (2016), and how this effect387

scales for small objects (Granvik et al., 2018). Furthermore, a statistically significant number of388

orbits from suspected meteorite falls is going to help answer important questions. Notably, can we389

reconcile the statistics on the number of meteorite falls and their classifications with the proportions390

of falls originating from various parts of the main asteroid belt?391

4.3. Probing the meteorite/asteroid link, synergy with NEO hunters392

Amajor goal in the study of small Solar System bodies is reconciling telescopic observations of393

asteroids and the study of their surface composition through reflectance spectra, with the meteorites394

analysed in the lab. Other than through expensive sample return missions, the only way to get an395

irrefutable link between a spectral type of asteroid and a meteorite class is to have observed the396

meteorite progenitor before atmospheric impact.397

Up to mid-2019, four asteroids have been detected before their confirmed impact on Earth:398

2008 TC3 (Jenniskens et al., 2009; Farnocchia et al., 2017), 2014 AA (Farnocchia et al., 2016), and399

more recently 2018 LA and 2019 MO. The two that impacted over land have led to the recovery of400

meteorites (Farnocchia et al., 2019). These asteroids were detected by telescope facilities such as401

the Catalina Sky Survey (CSS), the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-402

STARRS), and the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System (ATLAS). Each have different403

and complementary NEO hunting strategies, with ATLAS covering the entire visible sky very404

rapidly at shallow depths, Pan-STARRS with a strong focus on a deep survey at opposition, and405

CSS somewhere in the middle (Tonry et al., 2018).406

With the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) coming online in 2022 (Ivezić et al., 2019),407
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the number of known asteroids is going to significantly increase, as is the number of NEOs and the408

number of imminent impactors. The meteorite dropping objects observed by the GFO are typically409

decimetre to metre-scale, a size that will be detectable by LSST in the hours/days leading up to the410

impact, if the solar elongation approach is favourable.411

To get a better idea of what we can expect LSST to observe, we have carried out a small study,412

taking the 20 largest objects seen by the DFN pathfinder project during the first 4 years of science413

operations, and assuming LSSTwas online carrying its so-called "Wide Fast Deep" survey. It is not414

clear at present what the observing strategy is exactly going to be, and the details of this strategy415

will have large implications for linking tracklets from fast moving objects together. For simplicity416

here, the definition for a successful observation by LSST is if the telescope was to get a single417

picture of a specific object. We also assume that LSST images the Southern sky at > 90◦ solar418

elongations once every 3 days. We integrated backwards the positions of the meteoroid from the419

impact time, and generated ephemerides projected into (solar elongation, declination) coordinates,420

as these coordinates are easily relatable with the LSST survey. Along with the ephemerides, we421

calculated the illumination of the targets and their brightness over time, assuming an S-type albedo422

(0.15) for all objects. Most of our large objects are only visible in the last 10-20 hours before impact423

(Fig. 8), and most have relatively large solar elongations (Fig. 9). This skew towards large solar424

elongations likely comes from the fact that the objects impacted at night time. Also, most of the425

objects seem to spend their last hours in Southern declinations (Fig. 9). This observation bias is426

caused by the mostly Southern location of the DFN pathfinder project, it is not expected to scale427

with a Global Fireball Observatory. We note that DN170630_01, a 1.3 m object observed in South428

Australia (Devillepoix et al., 2019), would have remained visible to LSST for over 4 days before429

impact, and therefore would have had a very high chance of being detected.430

Statistically speaking, when we convolve the observability of these 20 objects with the Wide-431

Fast-Deep survey of LSST, we get 3.6 objects detected by LSST. We estimate the coverage of the432

Earth to have been ∼0.4% for the DFN pathfinder project over these 4 years. Scaling this to the433

Global Fireball Observatory (2% Earth) would give us∼2GFOmeteoroids pre-detected every year434
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Figure 8: Estimated pre-impact apparent magnitude of the 20 biggest objects observed by the DFN.
The lower cut-off is set to the announced LSST point source limiting magnitude in a single visit (24.5
in V band). The meteoroid plotted in orange, visible for over 100 hours, is DN170630_01, described by
Devillepoix et al. (2019).

by LSST. It is not exactly clear how many of these would actually be flagged as new objects and435

sent as alerts by the LSST processing pipeline (see Chesley & Veres (2017) for a review). This436

alert process would be helpful to enable follow-up observations before impact, as was the case for437

2008 TC3.438

In all cases, the GFO/LSST synergy will not only give strong astrometric constraints to refine439

calculated orbits, but also help constrain other characteristic properties such as colours, rotations,440

and albedos, providing further insights into asteroids/meteorites links.441

4.4. Other uses of the data442

The GFO’s ability to constantly monitor large areas of the sky can also be applied to transient443

astronomy. Although rare, the brightest transient events are also the most interesting because they444

are easy to follow up spectroscopically.445

These transients include optical counterparts of Gamma-Ray Bursts. In 2008, GRB 080319B446

achieved a brightness of V = 5.3 (Racusin et al., 2008), well within the magnitude range reachable447

by a single GFO exposure.448
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Figure 9: Pre-entry sky positions for the 20 biggest objects observed by the DFN. The paths are
cut off once when the objects go fainter than apparent magnitude 24.5 (LSST limit). The green area
corresponds to the so-called "Wide Fast Deep" survey of the LSST, with revisits expected every 3 days.

In the era of multi-messenger astronomy, quickly determining the location of gravitational449

waves is also an area where the GFO can contribute. Albeit not sensitive enough for this par-450

ticular event, the DFN pathfinder project was notably the first optical observatory on-sky for the451

neutron star merger GW170817 (LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al., 2017; Andreoni et al., 2017).452

The fact that GFO observatories are already recording imagery before the events happen is453

useful because some transients cannot be followed up by traditional methods. For example, fast454

radio bursts experience a frequency-dependent time shift, which would make any emission in the455

optical arrive before any radio signals are detected (Macquart et al., 2019; Bannister et al., 2019).456
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Highlights 

- A large international collaboration is being set up to oberve meteorite falls on Earth, aiming to
cover 2% of the Earth’s surface.

- The recovery of different types of  fresh meteorites helps understanding the diverse processes
affecting the building of planetary bodies in the early Solar System.

- Knowing which orbits meteorites were on before they impacted Earth also tells us about Near-
Earth Objects in general, and what potentially hazardous asteroids are made of.
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